
Ms. Bautista-Lasky
ESL Teacher



All About Me
I have been teaching for 27 years and this will be my 23rd year in Orange. I was 
born in Ecuador but grew up in Union City, New Jersey. I have a Bachelors in 
general education and also hold a Masters degree in urban education with a 
specialization in English as a Second Language. I have also been teaching at the 
college level for over 20 years and hope to continue doing this after I retire. I 
currently live in Pennsylvania and am the proud mother of two girls. Lupe is about 
to be 26 and Samantha will be 17. Overall, I can say I chose my profession 
because I love what I do but teaching those who are limited in English is 
something that is  really close to my heart. Once I was in my students’ shoes and 
it wasn’t a very good feeling. It was then when I decided to make a difference and 
by doing what I do, I feel that I am somehow making their lives a little bit better. 
Persistence and the motivation to make our dreams come true is my motto and it 
is what I like to instill in our students. The road to success is not one that comes 
easy but it takes the right people to push us in the right direction.



Courses
2020-2021

A Day

ES19/1 Biology with lab   Period 1
ES02/1 English IV            Period 3
ES04/3 English IV            Period 7

Office Hours   1: 15 -3: 15



Courses 
2020/2021

B Day

ES04/2  English IV     Period 6

ES02/1  English II       Period 8

Office Hours  1:15 -3:15



Contact Information
bautisla@orange.k12.nj.us

Remind Codes:

English IV/ Period 6 A  -  @2gbh32g

English IV/ Period  7    -   @8ahhf48

English IV/ Period 3     -   @h7fhda

English II/ Period 8       -   @3fg8a

Biology/ Period 1          -   @866g6b

mailto:bautisla@orange.k12.nj.us

